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 Temporal subtraction of serial CT scans by large deformation diffeomorphic metric 
mapping (LDDMM) for identification of bone metastases 
Technical Development 
Advances in Knowledge: (up to 5 statements)  
1. By using temporal subtraction (TS) images, the average reading time for detecting bone 
metastases on CT images decreased significantly from 384.3 to 286.8 seconds. 
2. While statistically significant improvement in lesion detection could not be demonstrated, 
with subjective scores of 1-5, observers found that the TS images improved their 
diagnostic confidence from 3 to 4 in the median. 
 
Implications for Patient Care: (up to 3 sentences) 
For follow-up of cancer patients, our temporal subtraction technique can potentially facilitate 
more efficient detection of bone metastases on serial CT, although technical complexity and lack 
of wide availability remain a challenge for immediate applicability of our technique in routine 
clinical care of patients. 
 
Summary statement: 
TS images obtained from serial CT scans using non-rigid registration showed promise for 




To determine the improvement of radiologists’ efficiency and performance in detecting bone 
metastases on serial follow-up CT by a temporal subtraction (TS) technique based on an 
advanced non-rigid image registration algorithm. 
Materials and Methods: 
Our study was approved by our institutional review board, and informed consent was waived 
because this was a retrospective study. CT image pairs (“previous” and “current” scans of the 
torso) of 60 cancer patients (primary lesion: prostate, 14; breast, 16; lung, 20; liver, 10) were 
included, consisting of 30 positive cases with a total of 65 bone metastases depicted only on 
“current” images and confirmed by two radiologists who had access to additional imaging 
examinations and clinical courses, and 30 matched negative controls (no bone metastases). 
“Previous” CT images were semi-automatically registered to “current” CT images by the 
algorithm, and TS images were then created. Seven radiologists independently interpreted CT 
image pairs to identify newly developed bone metastases without and with TS images with at 
least 30 days interval. Jack-knife free-response receiver operating characteristics analysis was 
conducted to assess observer performance. Reading time was recorded, and usefulness was 
evaluated with subjective scores of 1-5, with 5 being extremely useful. Statistical significance of 
  
these values was tested by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 
Results: 
The subtraction images depicted various types of bone metastases (osteolytic, 28; osteoblastic, 
26; osteolytic-blastic mixed, 11) as temporal changes. The average reading time was significantly 
reduced from 384.3 to 286.8 seconds (Wilcoxon signed rank test, P=0.028). The average 
figure-of-merit value increased from 0.758 to 0.835; however, this difference was not significant 
(JAFROC analysis, P=0.092). The subjective usefulness survey response demonstrated a median 
score of 5/5 for use of the technique (range 3-5). 
Conclusion: 
TS images obtained from serial CT scans using non-rigid registration successfully depicted 




Early and accurate detection of bone metastases is one of the most important tasks in diagnostic 
imaging. If they are not treated appropriately, they can cause various complications, such as 
pathological fractures, as well as neural compression and pain, which could significantly 
deteriorate patients’ quality of life. 
 
For detecting bone metastases, Tc-99m bone scintigraphy has been recognized as one of the most 
effective methods for a long period, and 18F-ﬂuoro-2-deoxy-d-glucose positron emission 
tomography (18F FDG-PET) has been shown to be useful by providing high sensitivity and 
speciﬁcity (1-4). Recently, 18F-Fluoride PET (18F NaF-PET) has reported to have superior 
sensitivity to bone scintigraphy for the detection of bone metastases (5). Recent advancement in 
MR imaging also allows whole-body screening of bone metastases with fine image quality (6). 
However, those examinations are not always performed routinely for cancer patients. 
 
Computed tomography (CT) has been used as the primary modality for a long time to examine 
local recurrence and distant metastases for clinical follow-up of cancer patients. Recent 
multi-detector CT has an ability to visualize faint lesions characterized by small osteolytic or 
  
osteoblastic changes in trabeculae and/or bony cortex of bone metastases (7,8). While the 
capability of CT is improving continuously, with finer resolution and a better signal-to-noise 
ratio, the burden of detecting metastases on radiologists has been increasing, posing a significant 
challenge because of the huge amount of anatomical information. To improve radiologists’ 
efficiency and performance in detecting bone metastases, we hypothesized that a temporal 
subtraction (TS) technique could enhance the detection of newly developed bone metastases on 
CT images. Detecting temporal changes is crucial in interpreting diagnostic images, and the 
benefit of detecting temporal changes using TS has been described in various fields (9-13); 
however, the application of TS for visualizing bone metastases on CT images has not been 
reported. The purpose of our study was to determine the usefulness of a TS technique based on 
an advanced non-rigid image registration algorithm called large deformation diffeomorphic 
metric mapping (LDDMM) for the detection of bone metastases on serial follow-up CT. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Our study was performed with a financial support based on a matching-fund project; Kyoto 
University/Canon joint research project named as Innovative Techno-Hub for Integrated Medical 
Bio-imaging of the Project for Developing Innovation Systems, with a support from Canon Inc., 
Anatomy Works, LLC. and the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 
  
(MEXT) of the Japanese Government. Authors in Kyoto University (R.S., M.Y., K.F., T.K., Y.E., 
T.A., K.T.) had control of inclusion of any data and information that might present a conflict of 
interest for authors (K.N., G.A., H.Y.: Canon Inc.; S.M., M.M.: Anatomy Works, LLC.). Our 
study was approved by our institutional review board; informed consent was waived because this 
was a retrospective study. 
Subject Population 
Images of two serial torso CT studies (“previous” and “current”) of 60 cancer patients between 
2007 and 2013 were selected in sequential from our clinical database, consisting of 30 positive 
cases with newly developed bone metastases only on the “current” study and 30 negative 
controls without any bone metastases. The inclusion criteria were: (1) known site of malignancy; 
(2) CT images of at least two time points were available; (3) one or more subsequent bone 
scintigraphy or FDG-PET/CT studies were available; and for positive cases, (4) the number of 
lesions was less than 10 per patient; (5) the minimum lesion diameter size was greater than 5 
mm; and (6) the lesions were also suggestive of metastases on at least one of those studies 
(osteolytic and/or osteoblastic change on CT, and/or substantial focal uptake on FDG-PET or 
bone scintigraphy) and confirmed by continued growth on subsequent CT and/or clinical data 
supporting the diagnosis of bone metastases. The controls and their CT studies were selected to 
match the age, sex, primary lesion, and scan interval of the positive cases. These conditions were 
  
confirmed, in consensus, by two radiologists (R.S., K.F.: 9 and 13 years of experience in 
interpretation of torso CT images, respectively) who did not participate in the observer study by 
consulting all available clinical information registered before and after the “current” study, 
including medical records, laboratory data, images, and reports of CT, bone scintigraphy and 
FDG-PET studies. A total of 65 bone metastases were identified in 30 cases and considered a 
reference standard. Scan area and use of intravenous contrast varied according to the patients’ 
diseases or status. The details of the cases and scan conditions, the range and average interval for 
the paired CT scans are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Temporal Subtraction Method 
Details of the process for creating TS images are described in the Appendix and Fig 1. In brief, 
“previous” CT images were manually registered to “current” ones to match the position of the 
bronchial bifurcation. The rest was performed automatically; affine transformation followed by 
the non-rigid registration algorithm called large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping 





The location (humeral head-clavicle, sternum, scapula, rib, thoracic spine, lumbar spine, 
pelvis-femoral head) and severity of subtraction artifacts on TS images were recorded for each 
location to evaluate registration quality. Artifacts were graded using a three-point scale: 1, no 
artifact; 2, mild to moderate (partial band-like subtraction artifact in a bone); 3, severe (band-like 
subtraction artifact in a bone and/or apparent misalignment of a bone). The appearances of bone 
metastases (osteolytic, osteoblastic, or mixed) on TS images were recorded. This image review 
was performed by two radiologists (R.S., K.F.). 
 
Observer Study 
Seven radiologists (M.Y., T.K., Y.E. and T.A. and three other volunteers; range 6-28 years of 
experience in interpretation of torso CT images) independently interpreted a pair of “current” and 
“previous” CT images for each subject in axial stack mode. They were allowed to change 
window level and width. They were asked to identify new bone metastases by marking the 
location of each suspicious lesion with the percent likelihood of being metastasis. This 
experiment was a fully crossed multi reader multi case study and was performed using an 
in-house DICOM viewer (YAKAMI DICOM Tools Ver.1.4.5.0; 
http://www.kuhp.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~diag_rad/intro/tech/dicom_tools.html) (Fig 2). The image 
interpretation was conducted twice for the same cases, without first and then with TS images. 
  
The order of cases in each reading session was randomized. At least 30 days of interval was set 
between two reading sessions to minimize the memory effect. In order to control practice effects, 
observers were trained to the viewer using six training cases before an actual observer study. The 
observers were informed of the patients’ age, sex, and histology of the primary tumor while 
blinded to all other clinical data. They were asked to rate the confidence level of their 
interpretation for the entire study (Survey 1: 1, very low; 2, low; 3, moderate; 4, high; 5, very 
high) and the usefulness of TS images (Survey 2: 1, useless; 2, not very useful; 3, somewhat 
useful; 4, very useful; 5, extremely useful) using a five-point scale for each case. Reading time 
for identifying new bone metastases was also recorded. After all data were collected, those 
lesions affected beneficially or detrimentally by TS images were analyzed in terms of the 
location and its appearance. TS images were considered beneficial to lesions that at least one 
radiologist could detect only with TS images: specifically, lesions that were false-negative 
without TS images and true-positive with TS images under the condition that a likelihood of 51% 
or higher was considered positive. Conversely, TS images were considered detrimental to lesions 
that at least one radiologist could detect only without TS images: specifically, lesions that were 
true-positive without TS images and false-negative with TS images under the condition. Changes 
in sensitivity (∆sensitivity) between without and with TS images were also analyzed for each 





The difference in age between the females and males of selected subjects was analyzed by 
Mann-Whitney’s U test. Median scores for subtraction artifacts were compared among areas 
using the Kruskal-Wallis test followed by post hoc analysis using Mann-Whitney’s U test with 
Bonferroni correction. Interobserver agreement was assessed by weighted kappa statistics. 
Sensitivity on lesion-based analysis, number of false-positives per case, sensitivity and 
specificity on case-based analysis, reading time and confidence level were compared between the 
two sessions using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Sensitivity and specificity were analyzed 
under the condition that a lesion with 51% or higher likelihood of being metastasis was 
considered positive. For a case-based analysis, a case with at least one positive lesion was 
considered positive. Jackknife free-response receiver operating characteristic (JAFROC) analysis 
(14, 15) was used to evaluate the radiologists’ performance. The analysis was conducted using 
freely available JAFROC software (JAFROC, version 4; http://www.devchakraborty.com) with a 
random-readers and random-cases model. The ∆sensitivity was compared among lesion location 
and appearance by the Kruskal-Wallis test. SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 





The processing time for LDDMM for each case ranged from approximately 2 to 10 hours 
depending on the scanning area. The average processing time for the images of the chest, 
chest-to-upper abdomen, and chest-to-pelvis were 2 hours and 32 minutes, 4 hours and 37 
minutes, and 6 hours and 11 minutes, respectively. The age distribution in selected subjects was 
as follows: overall mean age, 66.5years ± 9.6, age range, 45-84 years; 32 men; mean age, 69.6 
years ± 8.6 [standard deviation], age range, 52-84 years; 28 women, mean age, 63.0 years ± 9.5, 
age range, 45-81 years; p = 0.019. The details of identified bone metastases as reference standard 
were as follows: mean size, 20.5±14.0 mm; number of lesions per metastasis-positive patient, 
2.2±1.3; number of lesions for each type of bone metastasis (osteolytic, 28; osteoblastic, 26; 
osteolytic-blastic mixed, 11). 
 
The skeletal structure of “previous” and “current” CT images was almost perfectly registered 
except for the humeral head to clavicular area, scapulae, and ribs (Table 2). Obvious 
misalignments were observed more frequently in the scapulae than in other bones. In regard to 
the subtraction artifacts of ribs, almost all artifacts were noticed at the tips of ribs. In the bone 
  
metastasis-positive cases, bone metastases were located in the clavicular-to-sternum area (n=7), 
scapulae (n=4), ribs (n=13), thoracic spines (n=8), lumbar spines (n=17), and pelvic bones 
(n=16). The appearance of bone metastases on TS images varied depending on the type of 
lesions. Osteolytic metastases were depicted as dark signals on TS images (Fig 3A). Osteoblastic 
changes were depicted as bright signals (Fig 3B). Mixed type metastases showed a 
heterogeneous appearance of dark and bright (Fig 3C). In some cases, non-neoplastic temporal 
bone changes, such as degenerative compression fracture, development of Schmorl’s nodes, 
healed rib fractures, subchondral cysts and osteophytes, were also observed. Outside of the 
skeletal structure, artifacts were observed due to the difference in imaging conditions (e.g., with 
or without contrast agent) or large morphological changes in the gastrointestinal organs. 
Representative cases with these changes or subtraction artifacts are shown in Fig 4. 
 
The average sensitivity on lesion-based analysis was not significantly increased from 58.0% 
(37.7 / 65) to 65.9% (42.9 / 65) using TS images. The average number of false-positives per case 
was not significantly increased from 0.19 to 0.23 (P=0.344). The average sensitivity and 
specificity on case-based analysis were not significantly increased from 78.0% (23.4 / 30) and 
92.9% (27.9 / 30) to 80.0% (24.0 / 30) and 96.7% (29.0 / 30) (P=0.443 and P=0.066), 
respectively. The free-response receiver operating characteristic (FROC) is shown in Fig 5. The 
  
ﬁgure-of-merit (FOM) value (equivalent value of the area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve) for each radiologist was improved for all except one, and the average FOM 
value was improved from 0.758 to 0.835; however, this was not significant (P=0.092). 
 
The average reading time was decreased significantly from 384.3 seconds to 286.8 seconds 
(P=0.028). The radiologists’ confidence in their interpretation (Survey 1) improved significantly 
from 3 to 4 (P=0.043) in the median using TS images. Usefulness of TS images (Survey 2) gave 
sufficiently high scores (5 in the median), and all observers recognized the advantage of TS 
images (3 at minimum). The FOM, reading time, and results of the two surveys are shown in 
Table 3. 
 
The review of the results showed both beneficial and detrimental effects of TS images (Fig 6). 
Beneficial effects were seen in 39 lesions; one lesion was beneficially affected for six 
radiologists, and six lesions were for four radiologists. In these cases, bone metastases appeared 
as small osteolytic lesions without apparent destruction of the bony cortex. These lesions were 
found at ribs, pelvic bones, and the posterior column of the vertebrae. Detrimental effects were 
seen in 33 lesions; four lesions were detrimentally affected for three radiologists, and no lesion 
was for more than three radiologists. Three of them were located on or close to the scapulae, 
  
where severe subtraction artifacts were often observed. Both beneficial and detrimental effects 
were seen in 20 lesions. Examples of these cases, demonstrating the advantage and disadvantage 
of TS images, are shown on Fig 6. 
 
The appearance-wise and lesion-wise comparisons of ∆sensitivity showed no significant 
differences; however, there was a decrease in sensitivity at the scapulae with TS images in this 
analysis (Table 4). 
 
Discussion 
Image registration methods are particularly important in radiotherapy and volumetric imaging 
(16-18). One of the major applications is TS; however, this technique has not yet been put into 
practical use in clinical CT images even for the skeletal structure, although it consists of rigid 
bones. This could be attributable to the substantial differences in bone configurations between 
serial CT scans due to different patient positioning or degree of inspiration, requiring highly 
elastic and accurate image transformation for registration. To reduce the misregistration artifacts 
and enhance the diagnostic value of TS, accurate image registration is inevitable. LDDMM is a 
well-known non-rigid registration algorithm that is designed to cope with a large amount of 
deformation. It has been previously confirmed that LDDMM is feasible for serial chest CT 
  
images (19). Thus, this method was adopted for creating precise TS images in our study. The 
result showed sufficient registration for skeletal structures on serial CT images to visualize the 
various appearances of bone metastases successfully. Although its incremental value was not 
significant, our technique showed promise for improving radiologists' performance in detecting 
bone metastases. It was also shown that the improvement did not depend on lesion appearance. 
Previous TS studies reported that TS is more beneficial for residents who have less experience in 
diagnostic imaging than attending radiologists (10,11). Since all observers in our study were 
highly trained radiologists, an investigation with residents remains as future work. In addition, 
under the present experimental conditions, the observers were given unlimited time for the 
detection of bone metastases. Consequently, they tended to take longer time in reading CT 
images compared to their routine clinical work. Therefore, investigating the advantage of TS 
images in the actual clinical setting in a prospective study is also important. 
 
In our study, the TS images helped detect small lytic lesions located at the ribs or pelvic bones. 
Several computer-aided detection methods for bone metastases on torso CT have been reported 
previously (20-22); however, they focused only on vertebral lesions. Although vertebrae are the 
most vulnerable sites for bone metastases (23), metastases can occur at any site in the skeletal 
bones. Our TS method was capable of visualizing bone metastases in all scanned areas, which is 
  
highly advantageous compared to these methods. In some cases, we used image sets of 
“previous” and “current” CT studies with different conditions of contrast enhancement since 
scanning conditions in serial CT are not always the same in clinical setting. The difference may 
harm the registration accuracy of bones and cause subtraction artifacts in enhanced organs or 
vessels. These issues require further verification. However, the harm would be minute to none 
due to higher density of bones than organs even if enhanced. The artifacts would not 
substantially hinder radiologists’ detecting bone metastases because the artifacts are distributed 
outside bones, on which radiologists focus their attention during the detection. However, our 
method was not sufficiently successful in visualizing bone metastases located on or close to the 
scapulae (∆sensitivity = -0.18) due to subtraction artifacts, since the position of the scapulae can 
vary largely for each scan. Further improvement of registration accuracy for such problematic 
regions is, thus, an important future research target. 
 
When radiologists use a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system, viewing and assessing its 
output may require additional time (19). However, our TS technique even improved the 
efficiency of this task of detecting newly developed bone metastasis by significantly decreasing 
reading time (25% reduction) for this task. The result of the survey also showed increased 
diagnostic confidence. These results could be understood because less confidence in the 
  
diagnosis would lead to repetitive image viewing time. 
 
Our TS images visualized not only temporal changes caused by bone metastases, but also various 
non-neoplastic changes, such as degenerative and traumatic changes. Although this seems to 
confuse radiologists, the result showed sufficiently high average specificity for the detection of 
metastases. This might be because TS is based on a simple principle, in contrast with CAD, 
which typically uses complex image features. 
 
There were several limitations in our study. First, the bone lesions were not confirmed by 
histology. In the clinical setting, it is very rare to perform a biopsy to obtain histological 
confirmation of bone metastases when a primary lesion is evident. Therefore, the best effort was 
made by consulting all available clinical information as mentioned in “Subject Population” 
section. Second, this method requires large computational resources and long calculation times 
because of the large data size of high-resolution CT images, and no comparison was made to any 
other registration algorithm on the aspect of computational effort and registration accuracy. 
Optimizing the registration algorithm or considering more efficient algorithm will be an 
important future work before introducing this system into the clinical workflow. Third, the 
LDDMM algorithm was applied solely to serial clinical CT scans without simulations using 
  
phantoms. The empirical setting we previously used showed satisfactory results; however, more 
detailed optimization based on numerical simulations may lead more precise registration and 
these would be one of the future tasks. Fourth, we have not investigated the effect of variability 
in imaging conditions, such as use of contrast agent and selection of scanning protocol, on TS 
images of bones. Fifth, we evaluated the utility of TS images only for detecting newly developed 
bone metastases. In a previous study, we used a Jacobian map, which indicates local volume 
change, to visualize temporal changes in existing lesions (19). It could be that a Jacobian map of 
bone metastasis could reflect temporal changes in the volume or shape of existing lesions. Sixth, 
since our ultimate goal is to apply this TS technique to cancer patients with various disease 
stages including those who have bone metastases in the initial assessment, our study population 
may differ from those cancer population (selection bias). Seventh, all observers read the cases 
without first and then with TS images. We consider that the reading-order bias could be kept 
minimal by setting reading interval for a washout period; however, the reading-order bias might 
not be eliminated completely.  
 
In conclusion, TS images obtained from serial CT scans using non-rigid registration successfully 
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Table 1:  
Characteristics of the subjects for the observer study 
 


























16 14 8 10 4 8 
14.5±8.8 
(2-42) 





16 14 8 10 6 6 
16.0±11.1 
(2-41) 




32 28 16 20 10 14 
15.2±9.9 
(2-42) 
31 12 17 23 15 22 
  
Table 2: 
Median score of subtraction artifact in each location 
 
 Humeral head-clavicle Sternum Scapula Rib Thoracic spine Lumbar spine Pelvis-femoral head 
Median score 2* 1 3* 2* 1 1 1 
κ 0.92 1.00 0.88 0.59 1.00 0.78 0.89 
 
Note. The subtraction artifact was graded by a three-point scale: 1, no artifact; 2, mild to 
moderate (partial band-like subtraction artifact in a bone); and 3, severe (band-like subtraction 
artifact in a bone and/or apparent misalignment of a bone).  
*: significantly high compared to the spine and pelvic areas on post hoc analysis (P<0.001) 
 
  
Table 3:  
















Note. Survey 1: Please indicate your confidence level for the diagnosis on a 5-point scale (1, 
very low; 2, low; 3, moderate; 4, high; 5, very high).  
Survey 2: Is the temporal subtraction image useful?  Please answer based on a 5-point scale (1, 
useless; 2, not very useful; 3, somewhat useful; 4, very useful; 5, extremely useful).  
* shows significant difference. 
 
 FOM 















Without TS With TS  
1 0.863 0.880 494 354 3 4 5 
2 0.745 0.860 237 191 3 3 4 
3 0.746 0.800 395 343 4 4 5 
4 0.761 0.755 151 108 3 4 4 
5 0.618 0.890 308 346 3 3 3 
6 0.755 0.837 659 424 3 4 5 
7 0.818 0.819 446 241 3 4 5 
overall 0.758 0.835 384 287* 3 4 5  
  
Table 4: 
Appearance-wise and lesion-wise comparisons of ∆sensitivity for detecting bone metastases. 
Note. A positive observation was defined as a likelihood score of 51% or higher assigned by an observer. 
 






































Fig 1:  
Flowchart of our temporal subtraction (TS) method for skeletal bones.  
 
Fig 2: 
Screen-shots of the image viewer for the observer study. The image stacks in the upper row show 
“previous” (A) and “current” (B) CT images (age 67, male, lung cancer). TS images are shown 
in the left column of the lower row (C). When an observer clicks on a suspicious lesion, the 
dialog for rating the likelihood (low to high) of being bone metastasis appears (D). 
 
Fig 3: 
Bone metastases on TS images. TS images visualize bone metastases with various appearances 
and locations as temporal changes (arrow) (Ip, “previous” CT images; Ic, “current” CT images; Is, 
TS images). Osteolytic, osteoblastic, and osteolytic-blastic mixed metastases are depicted as a 
dark signal (A - age 71, male lung cancer), a bright signal (B - age 61, male, lung cancer) and a 




Subtraction artifacts and benign changes on TS images. Obvious misalignments are frequently 
observed at the humeral head and/or scapula (A - age 64, female, breast cancer). The tips of the 
ribs often show band-like mild subtraction artifacts (B - age 66, female, breast cancer, arrow). 
Non-neoplastic temporal bone changes such as degeneration or traumatic changes (C - age 76, 
female, lung cancer, degenerative compression fracture on a thoracic spine; D - age 71, male, 
lung cancer, arrow, traumatic sclerotic change on a rib), and artifacts due to the differences in 
imaging conditions (A, subtraction of non-contrast-enhanced images from contrast enhanced 




Average FROC curves without and with TS images. The radiologists’ performance increases 




Bone metastases that can and cannot be detected with TS images. TS images are especially 
  
beneficial for detecting small osteolytic lesions or metastases with no apparent destruction of the 
cortex (A - age 82, male, hepatocellular carcinoma, B - age 69, male, prostate cancer). Bone 
metastases located on the scapulae (C - age 64, female, breast cancer, D – age 66, female, breast 
cancer) are less easily detected on TS images. 
FN: false-negative, TP: true-positive. 
Fig 1: Flowchart of our temporal subtraction (TS) method for skeletal bones. 
Fig 2: Screen-shots of the image viewer for the observer study. The image stacks in the 
upper row show “previous” (A) and “current” (B) CT images (age 67, male, lung cancer). 
TS images are shown in the left column of the lower row (C). When an observer clicks 
on a suspicious lesion, the dialog for rating the likelihood (low to high) of being bone 
metastasis appears (D). 
 
Fig 3: Bone metastases on TS images. TS images visualize bone metastases with various 
appearances and locations as temporal changes (arrow) (Ip, “previous” CT images; Ic, 
“current” CT images; Is, TS images). Osteolytic, osteoblastic, and osteolytic-blastic 
mixed metastases are depicted as a dark signal (A - age 71, male lung cancer), a bright 
signal (B - age 61, male, lung cancer) and a heterogeneous dark and bright signal (C - age 
66, female, lung cancer), res pectively. 
 
Fig 4: Subtraction artifacts and benign changes on TS images. Obvious misalignments 
are frequently observed at the humeral head and/or scapula (A - age 64, female, breast 
cancer). The tips of the ribs often show band-like mild subtraction artifacts (B - age 66, 
female, breast cancer, arrow). Non-neoplastic temporal bone changes such as 
degeneration or traumatic changes (C - age 76, female, lung cancer, degenerative 
compression fracture on a thoracic spine; D - age 71, male, lung cancer, arrow, traumatic 
sclerotic change on a rib), and artifacts due to the differences in imaging conditions (A, 




Average FROC curves without and with TS images. The radiologists’ performance 
increases using TS images, but this difference is not significant (P=0.092). 
Fig 6: Bone metastases that can and cannot be detected with TS images. TS images are 
especially beneficial for detecting small osteolytic lesions or metastases with no apparent 
destruction of the cortex (A - age 82, male, hepatocellular carcinoma, B - age 69, male, 
prostate cancer). Bone metastases located on the scapulae (C - age 64, female, breast 
cancer, D – age 66, female, breast cancer) are less easily detected on TS images. 




Temporal Subtraction Method 
TS images were created by subtracting the semi-automatically transformed previous 
images from the current images. Fig.1 presents a flowchart of the temporal subtraction system, 
and more detailed version of the flowchart is also shown in Fig.7. Here, all image processing 
were done in the three dimensional space. The process was as follows.  
 
Step.1 Preparation: 
“Previous” CT images were manually initialized to match the position of the bronchial 
bifurcation on “current” CT images by an engineer, who is one of the authors (K.N.). Then, CT 
images of both time points were resampled to isotropic voxels based on the in-plane resolution of 
the original DICOM data, which is 0.685mm (Fig.8 (a)).  
Step.2 Bone area segmentation (and body area segmentation): 
An objective of this step was to extract the bone area from CT images of both time points. 
First, median filtering (mask size: 3×3×3) was performed to reduce noises in CT images. Second, 
body area segmentation was performed based on a thresholding (-200 Hounsfield units (HU)) 
with morphological operations (opening and closing, radius = 1 voxel) and a hole filling process. 
This segmentation result of body area was used as a processing mask in the following bone 
  
segmentation process. Moreover, for the sake of saving processing times in later steps, a 
bounding box which fits to this body area was automatically calculated for each previous and 
current image, and it was used to crop both CT image and a bone segmentation result. Third, a 
binary mask image that corresponded to the cortical bone area was extracted with a threshold 
value of 250 (HU) (Fig.8 (b)). Finally, the extracted bone area was refined by morphological 
closing process (radius = 20 voxel) in order to fill in holes (Fig.8 (c)). 
Step3. Affine registration: 
“Previous” images were globally registered to “current” images by affine transformation. 
The transformation matrix was calculated by using bone area segmentation results of the 
previous and current images from step 2. Regarding image size of the two images, the size of the 
previous image was matched to the size of the current image during this transformation process. 
Step4. Bone emphasis and Resampling: 
A bone window setting (window level=200 HU, window width=400 HU) was applied to 
each resampled CT image (Fig.8 (d)). These bone-emphasized “current” and transformed 
“previous” images were resampled to 1-mm isotropic voxels to reduce the data size because our 
next step requires much computational efforts. 
Step5. LDDMM registration: 
Those images from step 4 were further registered by using an algorithm called LDDMM [1, 
  
2]. LDDMM is one of the non-rigid image registration algorithm originated from Pattern Theory 
[3], which is specifically designed for a large amount of deformation. It computes a 
diffeomorphic transformation between two images, while preserving the topology of the object. 
Therefore, it has been studied over past decades for applications in the area known as 
"Computational Anatomy" [4]. Past studies have shown its strength in fields such as MRI 
neuroscience and biomedical engineering [5, 6, 7]. However, its utilization and application to the 
registration of the bone structures has not yet been reported. 
To deal with large displacement between two time-point images, LDDMM was performed 
using cascading processing, in which the elasticity of transformation was gradually increased [6, 
7]. Since the average registration error of LDDMM for serial lung CT images was sufficiently 
low (less than 1 mm) in a previous study [7], the same setting was used in our study. 
Step 6. Subtraction and Resampling to original image resolution: 
TS images were obtained by subtracting the transformed “previous” images from the 
“current” images. Note that this process was done using bone emphasized images. Therefore, the 
subtraction was not calculated in Hounsfield unit. Finally, TS images were then upsampled to 
match the original resolution of “current” CT images.  
 
All CT images were acquired with the same multi-detector CT scanner (Aquilion 64; 
  
Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan). Auto Exposure Control (AEC) was used in image 
acquisitions, and a soft-tissue kernel was used as a reconstruction kernel in all images. Settings 
of tube voltage were set as 120 kVp in 117 images and 135 kVp in 3 images (three pairs of the 
images had inconsistent tube voltage setting). CT images were reconstructed with a field of view 
of 350 mm in a 512 by 512 matrix (0.685 by 0.685 mm in-plane resolution) and a 1.0-mm slice 
thickness. Average processing times and ranges of image data size for each process of the flow 
chart are summarized in table 5 and 6. All processing except for LDDMM registration step were 
conducted with a desktop computer (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3930K CPU 3.20GHz, 32.0GB 
memory). For LDDMM, all image processing was conducted with the supercomputer of the 
Academic Center for Computing and Media Studies (ACCMS), Kyoto University (Appro 
2548X; Processor, Intel Xeon E5; Clock, 2.6 GHz; number of cores, 16; memory, 150 GB). 
Parallelized computing was implemented, and the amount of memory usage was approximately 
60 GB depending on the size of the input reference image. The LDDMM algorithm was 
developed at the Center for Imaging Sciences at Johns Hopkins University [2], and it was 
installed on the ACCMS as a part of a joint research project. All these image processing were 
implemented as a pipeline by one of the authors (K.N.), and it is a proprietary software designed 
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Average processing time [hr:mm:sec] 
 
chest 
chest to  
upper abdomen 
chest to pelvis 
Resampling-1 0:00:01 0:00:02 0:00:03 
Bone  
segmentation 
0:03:33 0:04:49 0:07:14 
Affine 
registration 
0:00:38 0:01:26 0:01:38 
Bone 
emphasis 
0:00:01 0:00:02 0:00:02 
Resampling-2 0:00:03 0:00:03 0:00:05 
LDDMM 
registration 
2:32:24 4:37:27 6:10:50 
Subtraction < 0:00:01 < 0:00:01 < 0:00:01 





Range of input image data size in three dimensions 
  
chest 
chest to  
upper abdomen 
chest to pelvis 
Resampling-1 
x size [512] [512] [512] 
y size [512] [512] [512] 
z size [294, 394] [377, 552] [589, 750] 
Bone segmentation 
x size [512] [512] [512] 
y size [512] [512] [512] 
z size [428, 575] [563, 806] [859, 1097] 
Affine registration /  
Bone emphasis 
x size [496, 512] [511, 512] [507, 512] 
y size [263, 415] [292, 417] [271, 408] 
z size [428, 575] [563, 806] [859, 1097] 
Resampling-2 
x size [512] [511, 512] [507, 512] 
y size [263, 415] [292, 417] [271, 403] 
z size [428, 575] [563, 806] [859, 1097] 
LDDMM registration /  
Subtraction / 
Resampling-3 
x size [350] [320, 380] [320, 380] 
y size [180, 284] [208, 284] [186, 298] 












Examples of image process results of our temporal subtraction system (A - CT image after 
"resampling-1", B - extracted bone area after thresholding, C - extracted bone area after 





Fig. 7: Detailed flowchart of our temporal subtraction (TS) method. 
 
Fig. 8: Examples of image process results of our temporal subtraction system (A - CT 
image after "resampling-1", B - extracted bone area after thresholding, C - extracted bone 
area after morphological refinement, D - bone emphasized image). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
